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1. Bioassays has ___ principles

     	      nine

     	      seven

     	--->> eight

     	      six

2. A ___approach should prevail in baseline and monitoring studies and other field 
investigations

     	      Methodlogical

     	      Qualitative

     	      Analytical

     	--->> Quantitative

3. The first operational task for carrying out a resource-monitoring program is the____

     	      Reconnaissance Survey

     	      Documentation

     	--->> Definition of goals

     	      implementation

4. On-site Monitoring Assessment include all but one___

     	--->> Implementation

     	      Recording

     	      Physical observation

     	      Reconnaissance

5. A___delineates an area in which vegetation cover can be estimated, plants counted, 
or species liste
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     	      Line

     	--->> Quadrat

     	      Transect

     	      Segment

6. AÃ‚Â ___is a path along which one counts and records occurrences of the species of 
study

     	      Line

     	--->> TransectÃ‚Â 

     	      Segment

     	      Quadrant

7. ___ is defined as the observation of the presence of harmful factors such as toxins, 
bacteria, chemicals and other pollutants in a specific location

     	      Monitoring

     	--->> Environmental monitoring

     	      Analysis

     	      Environmental Analysis

8. Prescription of standard and test preparations are sufficient to produce a specified 
response, and can be directly measuredis known as____

     	      Indirect Assay

     	      Quantal Assay

     	--->> Direct Assay

     	      Graded  Assay

9. ____phase incorporates the program definition, implementation, and consultation 
with stakeholders

     	      Reconnaissance

     	      Laboratory

     	      on site
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     	--->> Pre field

10. ___ are methods for the estimation of nature, constitution, or potency of a material 
by means of the reaction that follows its application to living matter

     	--->> Bioassays

     	      Biomass

     	      Biosect

     	      Biomarks
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